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Important events to report:  Launch of the HOMELAND BETA social network, in a closed 

system 
Chromosome Dynamics SA announces to investors regarding: 
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Chromosome Dynamics has launched the Beta version of the Homeland social 
and accountability network in a closed system. 

 
Bucharest, August 30, 2023 

 

Chromosome Dynamics (stock symbol CHRD) has launched the Homeland social network in a closed 

system (maximum 10,000 users).  

 

Homeland, an innovative platform that redefines users' experience in the online socializing environment, 

aims to become a positive and inspirational force among social networks, emphasizing real values, culture 

and a balanced lifestyle. 

"Homeland is committed to providing a safe and positive virtual environment for all its users. In a time 
when online security is becoming increasingly important, Homeland stands out through its efforts to create 
a space where users can feel safe and respected. Moreover, in contrast to the 'junk content' that floods 
other platforms, Homeland puts quality content in the spotlight by tailoring interests right from the 
account creation, offering a valuable resource for those seeking knowledge and meaningful connections. 
The beta version of our application is already starting to be populated with users who understand the 
Homeland vision and support us in this initial stage of the 'home' experience", reports Ionel Mugurel 

Gabriel. 

Within the Homeland network, users can form interest-based groups (called communities), allowing them 

to explore topics of interest in depth. The beta version of the app provides the ability to create free 
communities, with users being able to monetize shared content in the official Homeland 1.0 version. 

"We are very excited about the launch of the Homeland Social Network for internal testing. Although in 
this stage of the app, the option to create paid communities or the possibility of promotion through 
CHRDads will not be available – functionalities that will be accessible in the official Homeland 1.0 version 
by the end of September – users can test the basic features, helping us refine them and address any 
potential issues", adds the CEO of Chromosome Dynamics. 

You can learn more about the Homeland social network here. 

 

Download the Homeland Beta version now from AppleStore or GooglePlay. 
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https://chromosome-dynamics.com/
https://bvb.ro/FinancialInstruments/Details/FinancialInstrumentsDetails.aspx?s=CHRD
https://chromosome-dynamics.com/HomelandEN.pdf
https://testflight.apple.com/join/8XcLpc71
https://appdistribution.firebase.dev/i/42f29efbe9826fda
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